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The Educational Challenge of
Gorbachev's Perestroika:

What Do We Know?
What Can We Teach?

In this optimistic period of glasnost, educators face
a challenge: to provide students accurate, objective
information about the Soviet Union and to emphasize

our similarities but not minimize our differences.

S ince his accession to leadership 
in the Soviet Union in March 
1985, Mikhail S. Gorbachev has 

proposed a series of reforms widely 
affecting social, cultural, economic, 
and political life. Gorbachev's initia 
tives have touched everything from 
the drinking habits and work disci 
pline of individuals to the structure of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union and the management of the 
national economy. Whether or not 
these reforms are finally implemented 
and no matter what course they might 
eventually take, their very existence 
has already had a profound impact. 
Soviet commentators, including Party 
leaders, are referring to the Gorba 
chev program as "revolutionary," a 
term not used lightly in the Soviet 
Union. This is clearly a momentous 
time.

The Challenge of Change in 
die Soviet Union
For Soviet society, the changes taking 
place appear both exhilarating and 
disquieting. Gorbachev has proposed 
publicly to open and democratize the 
Soviet system of socialism He has 
replaced a large number of Soviet 
Party and governmental figures. He 
has rescinded much of the political 
past, condemning not only the failure

and corruption of his immediate pre 
decessor, Leonid Brezhnev, but also, 
with renewed vigor, the entire struc 
ture of socialism created under Stalin. 
Gorbachev has called for a return to 
the goals of Lenin, a reexamination of 
the foundation of Soviet socialism, a 
reevaluation of the direction of the 
Soviet economy, and a restructuring 
(perestroika) of Soviet society.

At the same time, Gorbachev has 
told the populace directly and indi 
rectly that they must expect to work 
harder, be more accountable, and an-
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ticipate further difficulties before 
things will improve. And, as if to prove 
the point, critics are taking advantage 
of the more open political atmosphere 
(glasnost) to claim that the Soviet 
economy is now worse off than before 
Indeed, there are visible problems not 
only in the economy but in the wider 
fabric of Soviet society including un 
rest among the many and varied na 
tionalities that make up the U.S.S.R., 
from Central Asia to the Baltic Repub 
lics. The greater the visibility of such 
problems, the more visible will be the 
success, or failure, of proposed solu 
tions. It is by no means clear where the 
limits of political and economic toler 
ance will be drawn

The Challenge to American 
Education
For those who study and teach about 
the Soviet Union, Gorbachev's initia 
tives also create uncertainty. In some 
respects, it is almost as trying for 
Americans, who have witnessed and 
responded to the same problems of 
Soviet society that Gorbachev is now 
addressing, as it is for Soviet citizens to 
adapt to these changes For Americans 
tcx), these events are both exhilarating 
and disquieting. In both real and sym 
bolic terms, the Soviet Union has been 
the principal rival of the United States
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for over 40 years, manifesting values 
and a way of life that are demonstrably 
contrary to the professed values and 
life of American society. In a postwar 
setting of sometimes intense Soviet- 
American confrontation, it has there 
fore been imperative that we know 
about the Soviet Union

In the past, meeting this responsibil 
ity was complicated by the absence of 
complete, accurate, or unbiased infor 
mation about Soviet affairs, let alone 
access to the Soviet Union itself. Today 
it seems complicated by another prob 
lem, an abundance of information and 
little to help us interpret its meaning 
and import. Thus, the prospect for 
change toward a more open and dy 
namic Soviet system, though certainly 
welcome to most Americans, is also a 
challenge How do we address the 
prospect of such profound change? 
How do we know whether it is real or 
some political illusion? What in fact do 
we know, and what does it mean for 
learning and teaching about the Soviet 
Union?

How to Approach the 
Gorbachev Reforms
The Gorbachev reform program raises 
the two familiar concerns of curricu 
lum development—determining what 
is to be presented (the acquisition of 
knowledge) and determining how to 
present it (the dissemination of knowl 
edge) With regard to the first concern, 
what to present, we can take guidance 
from the Gorbachev program itself. 
Though not structured so simply, the 
Gorbachev initiatives include three el 
ements that are educationally relevant:

1 a call for review of the underly 
ing goals of Soviet socialism;

2. a call for reexamination of Soviet 
history from Lenin to the present to 
determine how the Soviet Union has 
reached its current status;

3 a call for a series of measures 
necessary to implement socialist goals 
within Soviet society today ( i.e.pere 
stroika)

Translated into curriculum objectives, 
these three elements yield useful pre 
scriptions

First, students need to understand 
the philosophical underpinning of So-
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viet socialism. Whatever Gorbachev 
has set out to do. it is not and will not 
be to transform the Soviet Union into a 
society like that of the United States. 
Students ought to understand the dif 
ference between Soviet socialist values 
and those of the United States Of 
particular note in this area is Lenin, his 
life and his impact on the formation of 
the Soviet Union (see Medish 1988, 
Meyer 1984, and Wolfe 1984 in 
"Resources" box)

Second, students need a working 
knowledge of the history and develop 
ment of the Soviet Union, especially 
during the Stalinist period Gorbachev 
has concentrated on having a more 
forthright appraisal of the Stalin pe 
riod as a condition of supporting and 
advancing perestroika Students must 
therefore be able to recognize the 
reference points of Gorbachev's pro 
gram—Stalin's industrialization and 
collectivization drive, the purges of 
the mid-1950s, the establishment and 
maintenance of a dictatorial and 
closed Parry system. It is at these 
points that Gorbachev contends the 
Soviet Union was diverted from its 
authentic goals (see Bialer 1986, 
Medish 1988, Meyer 1984, and Nove 
1969 in "Resources" box).

Third, students need to be familiar 
with the political, economic, and so 
cial structure of the Soviet Union to 
day. To follow the development of the 
Gorbachev initiatives, students should 
learn to describe:

1. the basic political structure of the 
Soviet Union: a noncompetitive single- 
party system in which the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union is the pre 
dominant political force;

2. the basic outline of the Soviet 
economic system: a centrally planned, 
national command economy based on 
output accounting and quantitative 
measures of achievement;

3 the basic characteristics of So 
viet society: a highly structured sys 
tem socialized to espouse a collectiv- 
ist approach to performance and 
problem solving (see M. I. Goldman 
1987, Medish 1988, Nove 1969, and 
Smith 1988 in "Resources" box).

With regard to the second concern 
of curriculum development, how to 
present the material, there are two 
common problems when addressing 
the Soviet Union At one end of the 
spectrum is the need to ensure that 
information about the Soviet Union is 
presented objectively and accurately 
without the tendency- toward stereo 
types that has characterized much of 
the information about the Soviet 
Union in the past (a problem present 
in more than equal measure in the 
Soviet characterization of the United 
States) Today, glasnast has helped re 
duce to some extent the acceptance of 
one- or, at best, two-dimensional char 
acterizations of Soviet society.

At the other extreme is the need to 
avoid the tendency to present the So 
viet Union as if it were identical to the
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494-515Because of the nature of changes taking place in the Soviet Union, both Foreign 
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itor, The Los Angeles Times, The New YorkManila

United States The Soviet Union is not 
"just like the U.S.. the Soviet people 
are not just like Americans; and So 
viet life is not just like life in Amer 
ica. Ironically, the present situation 
carries the risk of increasing rather 
than reducing this problem With 
greater access to information and to 
the Soviet Union itself, there is a 
greater inclination to project the famil 
iar—American life and experience— 
onto the unfamiliar—Soviet life and 
experience The increasing opportuni 
ties for hosting Soviet visitors and vis 
iting the Soviet Union will contribute 
to understanding the critical differ 
ences in the two societies as well as 
identifying similarities (and bridging 
some of the gaps between them)

The Challenge for the Future
It is too s<x>n to conclude just what 
impact developments in the Soviet 
Union will have Because the prob 
lems to be addressed are indeed com 
plex, specialists tend to be pessimistic 
about Gorbachevs chances for suc 
cess He seeks no less than the trans 
formation of an entire nation of 280 
million people, covering one sixth of 
the earth s surface, representing over a 
hundred different nationalities—a na 
tion that for decades has been directed 
from the center by an aging, en 
trenched, and stagnant bureaucracy 
He must restore vitality and maintain 
political and social control It is hard 
not to be a pessimist before such a 
task

This much we know First, although 
the environment of Soviet politics 
and economics may appear complex, 
the reasons underlying Gorbachev's 
program and its objec lives are not 
Gorbachev wants simply to make So 
viet society work, not by Western or 
American standards but by the socialist 
standards that brought the Soviet 
Union into being Second, Gorbachev 
sees the absolute necessity for the 
Soviet Union to attain a sufficiently 
high level of technological capability 
to meet its own domestic needs and to 
compete with the advanced nations of 
the world Third, however clear and 
straightforward his goals, it is the com 
plexity of political and economic envi 
ronment, dominated by the Commu 
nist Parry of the Soviet Union, that will 
determine the success or failure of the 
enterprise For the present, it is impor 
tant to recognize that the scope of 
debate and discussion about reform in 
the Soviet Union is still far greater than 
the reality In presenting the develop 
ment ofperesfrwifej, one must be cau 
tious to separate what is being prom 
ised from what has been delivered

Yet what if Gorbachev does sue 
ceed? For the United States, an eco 
nomically healthy and socially dy 
namic Soviet Union could well mean 
both a more complex society with a 
clearer stake in a peaceful world order 
and a more formidable competitor In 
such a setting, it will he more impor 
tant than ever that we have a clear and 
complete understanding of the Soviet 
Union—politics, economics, culture, 
and society That, quite simply, is Gor 
bachev's challenge to us D

] A new program is now being negoti 
ated hy the Office of the President s I S- 
Soviet Exchange Initiative and the Soviet 
Ministry of Education that seeks to ex 
change some 1,500 high sch<x>l students 
between the two countries For informa 
lion, write Office of the C(X>rdmator, Pres 
idents t: S -Soviet Exchange Initiative. 
I'SIA— Rcx>m 7S1, 301 4th St. N.W. 
Washington. DC 20147
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